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Technical sheet 

 
AOP Côtes du Rhône, «  Les Capelles » 
ORGANIC WINE CERTIFICATED BY ECOCERT SAS 
 
Soil-terroir: Vines parcels are planted in grey clayey soil, on the land of 
Vacqueyras but outside of the AOC area. The place is at the bottom of a 
valley, where the soil can be very humid in winter and very dry on surface in 
summer. The clusters are late harvested but always well ripened and 
concentrated 
 
Grapes varieties : 70 % Grenache (30 years) 
 20% Syrah (20 years) 
 10% Mourvèdre (30 years) 
Production level : 33hl / ha 
 
Alcohol : 13,5 % by Vol 
 
Vinification : Vines are plowed 6-7 times a year to control weeds, 
production level is controlled by green harvest and leaves in front of grapes are 
hand-pulled when it's necessary. Grapes  are harvested and sorted by hand at the 
parcel, than destemed and cooled down for 3 days at 15°C in concreate tank for 
a maceration. The fermentation start naturally with indigenous yeast. Pump 
over and punch over are done once a day for the first week than the maceration 
will go on for 3 weeks according to the vintage. Wines  are aged for one year in 
concreate tank then bottled without filtration when it's possible. 
 
Tasting notes : a red ruby color, pleasant flavour of dark fruit as blackberry, mulberry, completed by 
licorice aromas. Round and ripe, pulpy, nice concentration with a beautiful freshness at the end brought by 
youngs tannins and a tiny mint sensation ! 
 
Production :10 000 bouteilles 
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Aging potential : 7 years 


